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THE CONTEXT

Much attention over the past decade has been given by policy makers to the importance of data-driven decision making and evidence-based practices in education (Aguerrebere, 2009; Cilbulka, 2013; CCSSO, 2012; Duncan, 2009, 2010, 2012; Easton, 2009, 2010; National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2010). And much has been written about data-driven decision making in recent years. The field has seen special issues of journals (Coburn & Turner, 2012; Turner & Coburn, 2012; Wayman, 2005a, 2005b, 2006), edited books (Herman & Haertel, 2005; Kowalski & Lasley, 2009; Mandinach & Honey, 2008; Moss, 2007), focused books (Boudett, City, & Murnane, 2007; Mandinach & Jackson, 2012; Supovitz, 2006), research syntheses (Hamilton et al., 2009), and federally funded landscape studies (Means, Chen, DaBarger, & Padilla, 2011; Means, Padilla, & Gallagher, 2010). Yet the field is still emerging. There is much we know (Hamilton et al., 2009), and there is also much we do not know (Mandinach, 2012; Marsh, 2012; Turner & Coburn, 2012) or that has methodological challenges. Even some of the most rigorously designed studies about impact result in interpretive questions (Carlson, Borman, & Robinson, 2011; Konstantanopoulus, Miller, & van der Ploeg, 2013).

As was aptly noted by Hamilton and colleagues (2009), there has been a great deal of research, much of it around case studies and implementation of data, but few studies that have reached the highest level of methodological rigor. In fact, this work reviewed nearly 3,000 documents and culled the research down to a precious few. This work is now over five years old. Additionally, Turner and Coburn (2012) and Marsh (2012) have raised criticisms of much of the research on methodological issues. Yet as Mandinach (2012) noted,
the conduct of research in the area of data-driven decision making is difficult and challenged by the fact that research must mirror practice, and until there is sufficient practice to examine, the field will continue to struggle with the methodological and practical issues. The field still lacks definitive evidence that tests the logic model that data use positively impacts teachers’ practice and student performance (Carlson et al., 2011; Konstantanopoulus et al., 2013). However, that does not mean that ongoing research is not informative. Much can be learned from current research. Much of it is examining the foundational components of data-driven decision making.

Until recently, the field has lacked common terminology. Definitions of data literacy for policy (Data Quality Campaign, 2014) and research (Gummer & Mandinach, 2015, this issue) have emerged. The field has also lacked psychometrically sound instrumentation to measure constructs such as use, beliefs, and data literacy (Mandinach, Trapani, & Gummer, in press; Wayman, Cho, Mandinach, Supovitz, & Wilkerson, in press). Work to address some of the foundational components of data-driven decision making will facilitate progress in research as well as practice and policy.

The IES Practice Guide’s (Hamilton et al., 2009) five recommendations also provide a foundation for the field: (a) create a cycle of inquiry; (b) make students their own data-driven decision makers; (c) develop an explicit vision for data use; (d) enculturate data use through the provision of necessary supports; and (e) provide a data system. These recommendations provide a concrete roadmap to the components needed for implementing data use in classrooms, schools, and districts. The components are the essential foundation for data-driven decision making. Even though the field recognizes the importance of leadership (Earl & Katz, 2006; Goldring & Berends, 2009; Halverson, Grigg, Pritchett, & Thomas, 2005; Knapp, Copland, & Swinnerton, 2007; Knapp, Swinnerton, Coplan, & Monpas-Huber, 2006), providing appropriate technology (Wayman, 2005a, 2007; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006), and providing ongoing professional development to build the human capacity to use data (Means et al., 2010), there is much that the field still needs to understand about these issues, particularly about the teachers who are invoking data-driven decision making in their classrooms.

Teachers are the heart of using data to inform instructional practice. Means and colleagues (2011) found that teachers have some understanding of how to use data but lack certain skills needed to be effective. They also found that teachers working in data teams help to compensate for individual teachers’ lack of competence with data. These findings help to ground the focus of many of the articles in this issue. A number of the articles deal with what data literacy is and how to build educators’ capacity to use data either in professional development or in teacher preparation. Other articles focus on the importance of teachers working in data teams or professional learning
communities and social networking. Some of the articles review the existing literature, some are theoretical or conceptual, some are research based, and others focus on building human capacity through professional development. The intent here is to focus on teachers as a key component in the enculturation of data use, but the issue also recognizes the deeply systemic nature of the topic, including leadership, technology, and other supports and resources.

THE CONTENT

It is clear that data-driven decision making is a multifaceted enterprise. It is not a singular construct, but one with many interacting components. This special issue highlights research, theory, and practice about data use. The issue amasses some of the key names in data-driven decision making. The articles focus on some of the essential components and infrastructure needed to enculturate data into classrooms, schools, and districts. The articles can be categorized into those that focus on teachers, collaborative inquiry, and data teams. For teachers, the articles include data literacy, professional learning, and professional development. For collaborative inquiry and data teams, the articles focus on data coaches, professional learning communities, and networks.

Datnow and Hubbard provide a comprehensive review of literature on teachers’ use of data. In spite of the massive push for data-driven decision making, the field still lacks a clear understanding on how teachers use data. Thus, how teachers actually use data to inform instructional practice and the factors that shape their decision making remain puzzling. This article reviews emerging research on what types of data are being used by teachers, how teachers make instructional decisions using data, and how their instruction and professional lives are impacted. Because district, school, and organizational contexts are also powerful shaping forces in teachers’ use of data, this research review also discusses the factors that support or constrain teachers’ use of data. Implications for further research and policy are discussed.

Mandinach, Friedman, and Gummer report on an empirical study that examines what schools of education are doing to build teachers’ capacity to use data. The study rests on the premise that educators must know how to use data and that schools of education are an essential venue for helping to build data literacy capacity. The study includes a survey of schools of education, an examination of syllabi, and a review of state licensure and certification requirements. The article examines the results and interprets them in light of a recognition that fostering change in institutions of higher education is difficult. The article discusses some of the challenges to integrating data use into the curricula, despite the acknowledgment and rhetoric from high-level education officials who are mandating the use of data, information, and evidence in educational practice. The article takes a systems approach to the complexities involved in implementing data use in higher education courses.
Bocala and Boudett describe the model of professional development used by the Data Wise Project at Harvard. They describe why data literacy for educators is important and how Data Wise addresses the need to develop data literacy, and they discuss the model’s signature pedagogy based on the work of Shulman (2005). The article outlines surface structure, deep structure, and implicit structure as they pertain to data literacy. The Data Wise pedagogical strategies include teamwork and receiving coaching, modeling and experiencing the data work, and application to one’s own context and reflecting on action. The article also addresses teaching data literacy at the “nexus of practice, policy, and research.” It concludes with a commentary on building capacity to develop data literacy at other institutions of higher education and training venues.

Gummer and Mandinach report on the work to develop a conceptual framework to undergird research, development, capacity building, and discussions around data literacy. Data literacy typically is interpreted as the collection, examination, analysis, and interpretation of data to inform some sort of decision in an educational setting. The field has been seeking both a definition of data literacy and a conceptual framework to inform research, capacity building, and policy making. For teachers and classroom data use, the capacity to use data is intimately linked to content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. Thus, this article presents a conceptualization of the construct, data literacy for teaching. The article is written with an eye to the ultimate objective of using the framework to ground development work for instruments to measure data literacy for teaching.

Jimerson and Wayman examine data-related professional learning for teachers. The article provides a conceptual framework that is grounded in prior theory and research. The article takes on an organizational perspective as it examines research on professional learning. It depicts both individual learning and collective learning. The article describes a study that examines requisite data-related knowledge and skills and how professional learning can be used to support those knowledge and skills. It considers school-level and district-level issues.

Gerzon scans the literature on data use, focusing on research that provides evidence related to the characteristics of effective school- and classroom-level data practices. Through this review, the article identifies a conceptual framework for school-level data use that includes the following five essential characteristics: participate in the flow of information for data use; provide resources for assistance with the social send-making process of data use; communicate professional expectation for data use; provide professional development on data use knowledge and skills; and provide leadership to nurture a culture of data use. Each characteristic is outlined to clarify key guiding principles from the research, examples of effective practices, and typical barriers. The purpose of this framework is twofold. The first is to integrate the elements that are, at this
time, well documented and well understood in the research regarding effective school-level data use in order to provide guidance to school and district leaders. Second, this conceptual framework provides a new lens toward future dialogue and research related to critical data practices.

Marsh, Bertrand, and Huguet shed light on the supports that help literacy teachers use data to change instruction in classrooms serving Latina/o and African American students. They examine how coaches—data coaches and literacy coaches—and professional learning communities intervene in teachers’ data use in ways that sometimes lead to changes in instruction. In addition to learning lessons about what supports facilitated teachers using data to drive instructional change, the study also provides insights from the examples of data use that did not lead to change in instruction. The research also points to the importance of both horizontal and vertical expertise in helping teachers bridge the “knowing-doing” gap. However, the study also shows that several obstacles impede this process. In moving forward, the article calls for more research about how professional learning communities and coaches may help teachers use data to change instruction.

Farley-Ripple and Buttram explore the development of the capacity to use data from the perspective of social networks, focusing on the ways in which interactions between educators can support capacity building. The article presents a brief review of the data use literature, attending specifically to the issue of capacity. The authors identify two dominant views of capacity in the literature—capacity as situated at the individual and organizational levels—but argue that greater attention needs to be paid to a third conceptualization: capacity as embedded in social relations. They then examine this conceptualization of capacity in the context of an elementary school exemplified by its district as a strong user of data, focusing on the structure of data advice networks, the characteristics of key educators in the network, and the productiveness of the network in terms of influencing beliefs and practice. An important note is that this study is among the first social network analyses specific to data use and illustrates several ways in which this approach can be valuable in understanding individual and school capacity for data use.

Schildkamp and Poortman examine the impact of data teams from different secondary education schools in the Netherlands. The article captures some of the factors influencing data use in data teams. They authors also explore how school organizational, data, and participant characteristics influence the use of data in the data teams, particularly school leadership. The authors describe in depth how different factors promote or hinder the use of data in data teams. The study shows promising yet tentative results regarding the effectiveness of the data team approach in supporting schools in data use to improve education.

In the concluding article, Orland reviews the other articles in the issue and comments on them from the perspective of how the work on data-driven decision making can impact the field of educational practice and policy.
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Data-driven decision making is using factual information to make choices about what to teach and how to teach it. Learn why it's important in education and how you can master it. Data has been at the heart of education reform since the early days of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), and standardized tests have become routine for nearly every grade and subject. As we measure adequate yearly progress and break down test results to show what students know and what they have yet to master, we have been provided with a trove of data that, ideally, should be used to inspire effective change. Data-driven decision making, or DDM, for short, is, at its core, exactly what it sounds like: using factual information to make choices about what to teach and how to teach it. Data-driven instruction is an educational approach that relies on information to inform teaching and learning. The idea refers to a method teachers use to improve instruction by looking at the information they have about their students. It takes place within the classroom, compared to data-driven decision making. Data-driven instruction works on two levels. One, it provides teachers the ability to be more responsive to students' needs, and two, it allows students to be in charge of their own learning. If daily use of data-driven decision-making by classroom teachers and administrators is the goal, a data analysis framework that includes protocols, processes, roles, and responsibilities is fundamental. The critical framework contains five elements to facilitate more informed practices, accelerate overall school performance, and improve student achievement. The enculturation process includes the need for explicit norms and expectations, with measurable objectives in which there is an assumption that decisions will be made from the use of data. Further, school staff must develop an understanding of how data can be used to inform practice.